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Show my flair on this subreddit. It looks like:

Cirrec
A subreddit for D&D 5e homebrew. Fun and smart
additions to the game, the friendly Discord of Many
Things, and thousands of past submissions to search.
r/UnearthedArcana aims to be a catalogue of homebrew
rules for the fifth edition of Dungeons & Dragons (D&D
5e), including weapons, monsters, races, subclasses &
classes, adventures, etc.
We want this to be the place where a DM can go just
before playing and find something that will be useful.

Rules
1. Be Constructive and Civil. Be respectful of
other users. Be constructive in how you give and
take feedback. This can only lead to a better
community, and ultimately, better brews. Don’t
give rude, belittling feedback, and don't use
harmful words.
Posts/comments that promote rape, real-world
hate/violence, or other inappropriate themes will
be removed.
Please report any violations to the moderation
team. Repeat or extreme offenders will be
banned.

all 32 comments
sorted by: best

save

2. Post Only Complete/Usable 5e-Compatible
Content. It need not be perfect or balanced but
it must be complete enough to be used as-is.
Imagery alone is not content outside of a
resource (one of our flair types).

content policy formatting help

[–] unearthedarcana_bot [M] [score hidden] 21 days ago - stickied comment

Thudnfer has made the following comment(s) regarding their post:
This doesn't have a PDF link because it's just tex...
https://old.reddit.com/r/UnearthedArcana/comments/qv3ktp/witch_lance_gods_damn_it_i_revised_witch_bolt_are/

For help with not-yet-complete content, use The
Arcana Forge post at the top of the subreddit or
the official Discord. Certain content can be
posted with only the earlier stages completed as
long as it's usable (i.e., at least levels 1-5 for
classes, levels 1-13 for subclasses).
3. Use Clear and Searchable Titles. Users need
to be able to easily browse and search for
content. Give your post a title that clearly
communicates what's inside it. Include the name
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permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Flinkelinks 28 points 21 days ago

Quicken dimension door next turn and keep using your action on witch lance
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] DriftarFarfar 21 points 21 days ago

Yeah, should not be a thing.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Reaperzeus 20 points 21 days ago

For everyone's reference, I would like to point out that the "infinite range" part is pretty
much exactly the same as Heat Metal, which does 2d8 for 10 mins, uses a BA to
reactivate, but has the restriction of needing to have metal on them to use. Just food
for thought.
My personal fix for Witch Bolt was to make it a Cantrip. 1d8 damage, and if the target
ends their turn within range they take additional damage equal to your Spellcasting
Ability Modifier. Both damages scale up 1d8 at 5, 11, and 17. Non-concentration
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Hunt3rRush 8 points 21 days ago

I really like this. If you have to stay in range of the target, then you have the same
issues as a with the SCAGtrips GFB and BB. So it's still useful. However, the
secondary effect is easy to reactivate regularly, and so it could use work. I'd say
that you have to keep a hand free, stay within 20 feet, the extra damage comes at
the end of their turn, or something combination of these. It might also merit a
reduction to 1d6 damage if it's easy to activate the second effect.
But this doesn't give me the feeling of force lightning or the Ghost Buster beams.
Based off the Caustic Brew spell. Perhaps the initial damage is 1d8, the sustained
damage is each turn without an action, but they have a debuff like, "they take
damage at the beginning of each turn you're within 30 feet and concentrate on the
spell. Additionally, their speed is reduced to 10 and they can't leave the spell's
range until they succeed on a Con save against this spell. You could combine the
effects of Caustic Brew with Compel Duel and Slow, in the form of Witchbolt.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Reaperzeus 3 points 21 days ago
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of the content (e.g. the name of the subclass
you’re submitting).
Don’t use distracting formatting (all-caps, ascii
art, custom “tags”, etc.), and avoid overly long or
redundant titles.
Don't advertise other content (Kickstarters,
Patreon, etc.) in your title.
See r/UnearthedArcana/wiki/titles for details on
what makes a title bad or good.
4. Apply the Appropriate Flair to Your
Submission. When you submit a post, apply a
flair to it to categorize what type of homebrew
you’ve made. See our wiki page for details on
what each flair type covers, how to choose a
flair, and why we have this rule.
5. Cite All Content and Art. Any content (text,
images, etc.) used must be cited. Look at
r/UnearthedArcana/wiki/art to learn why and
how. The citation must appear in any image in
your post and any link/document. It must include
the original creator’s name or the name of the
copyright holder (e.g., SEGA for Sonic). Citing
only the host, such as Pinterest, isn’t sufficient.
Even content under public domain or that you
made yourself must be cited, since the
moderators can't otherwise know the source in
advance.
6. Keep It Free and Easily Accessible. Content
you post or comment must be free and easy to
access. If you link to an external website to
share your brew, it can’t be hidden behind a
cumbersome interface or series of pages. Paywhat-you-want is allowed as long as '0' is an
option. If your link requires logging in and/or
navigating a store, you must provide a preview
that meets all subreddit rules (including being
complete and ready-to-use).
Suspicious or shortened links (don't use link
shorteners) will be removed.
7. Don’t Flood the Subreddit With Brews. Don’t
Flood the Subreddit With Brews. To help keep
the subreddit fresh and organized, please note
that after you make a post: [1] you must wait 24
hours before you do so again, [2] you must wait
4 days before making a post that uses the same
flair as that post, and [3] if you want to post an
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That's getting more into leveled spell territory, which can be fine, just not what I
was going for.
The secondary damage is pretty easy to avoid imo. It's a ranged attack still,
and the target only has to end their turn out of range (default range is 30 feet, I
didn't make that clear). That means they can still spend their whole turn in
range and leave at the end. It's also only meant to be 1 round duration, so it's
a fairly short range longbow basically, if they stay in range.
I envisioned it being used by squishier casters, like sorcerers and wizards,
who are trying to keep enemies away by making it penalized to stay close.
I haven't gotten to playtest it yet though, so still needs some fine tuning
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Clear_Vanilla5358 8 points 21 days ago

Does teleport make you move through the ethereal/astral plane or something? I'd allow
saving throws to end the effect if caster not on Line of sight
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] BullishPineapple 10 points 21 days ago

Nah unlimited range is bad idea
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] TheMightyFishBus 13 points 21 days ago*

Dealing damage as long as you're on the same plane of existence is bonkers, stupidly
abuseable and ruins the flavour of Witch Bolt, which is supposed to be basically force
lightning.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] EonCore 6 points 21 days ago

Somehow I never thought of it like force lightning
Weird
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] TheMightyFishBus 1 point 20 days ago

I mean, it's a short range lightning bolt which you keep zapping someone with
over a period of time. The closest thing I could think of in pop culture was force
lightning.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
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updated version, you must wait 7 days before
doing so.
8. Post Maps Only If They Have Runnable
Content. We aren’t a subreddit for posting
maps. Look at other subreddits, such as
r/battlemaps and the like, if you want to simply
post a map. However, maps are permitted when
they are accompanied by enough detail to easily
be used to run a short adventure or are
accompanied by enough narrative detail.

Resources
Brewer's Supplies — Resources you
can use to create or style homebrew
Discord — The official
UnearthedArcana Discord. For quick
questions and chatting about
homebrew and D&D stuff.
Curated List — An extensive and evergrowing list of homebrew curated by
the team.
Monthly Top 10 — A list of popular
brews updated automatically each
month
FAQ — Questions that pop up a lot and
our responses
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[–] Thudnfer

[S] 6 points 21 days ago

This doesn't have a PDF link because it's just text, but I may as well include a link to
my Spell Workshop (tm) since this spell is included in it.
"Why does it deal 1d10 damage now?"
With the changes I've made already (infinite range after initial cast and damage scaling
that affects the entire spell), making it also a 1d12 spell might make it a little OP.
permalink embed save report give award reply

mtagmann
KajaGrae
Dng52 Reviewer
unearthedarcana_bot
AutoModerator
BedrocksTheLimit
Numbers1999
about moderation team »

[–] A30LUSwastaken 10 points 21 days ago

I feel giving infinite range after the initial attack seems a bit powerful but also
somewhat redundant. Whilst the normal range was bad it required planning but at
the same time, a creature is unlikely to escape from a room without using
teleportation or some other means… just a thought
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Jeshuo 1 point 20 days ago

1 more average point of damage per turn isn't going to imbalance your spell. The
big problem with witch bolt is that it does cantrip damage at the cost of a spell slot
and your action every turn. This doesn't fix that, even though it fixed the range
problem. I also think you need to reintroduce the full cover clause in the original
spell. Being able to teleport to the other side of the world and maintain that bolt of
lightning breaks suspension of disbelief, even if it is a bit of an unlikely
circumstance.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Aryc0110 2 points 20 days ago

Okay, so first: Requiring line of sight and changing that unlimited distance to a new,
second range that's longer than the range of the first spell would really help fix this.
Needing to be within 30 feet for the initial cast and to remain within, say, 90 feet for the
maintained effect would massively increase the potential of the spell without inspiring
alarm in so many people.
Additionally, I think the part that makes Witchbolt kinda lackluster is that its upcasting
isn't exactly the best. It gets absurdly outclassed as a use for both your action and your
concentration as early as 5th level.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Gargwadrome 2 points 21 days ago
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Hmm. I dont Like it. This still seems VERY weak unless you are trying to abuse it. But
mostly, its almost totally unusable to Low Level characters who may Not have the
Funds to purchase the material components.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] schm0 1 point 21 days ago

As long as you can see the creature would set up some interesting tactical situations.
I'd avoid anything with unlimited distance, especially cast at higher levels.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] SirRaiuKoren 1 point 21 days ago

As written, it doesn't require line-of-sight to cast or maintain. That's pretty crazy for a
first-level spell.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] intrepidhero13 1 point 20 days ago

This is perfect for a Hag based skill challenge I wanted. Very Force Lightning. Thank
you!
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Weekly_Bench9773 1 point 20 days ago

So, you can deal 10d10 lightning after 10 rounds with a 1st level spell, & it has no save
that can stop/reduce the damage? Nope, nothing broken about that. I mean it's not like
the GM could give this spell to their NPCs or anything.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] CapCece 1 point 20 days ago

My man. Heat Metal does 20d8 after 10 rounds with no save against the damage
for a second level slot and you don't even need to roll for an attack roll.
It doesn't matter because no fight lasts longer than a minute. 1d10 damage per
round is nothing
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Weekly_Bench9773 1 point 20 days ago

Heat metal also requires the target to be wearing/made of metal. Now, I don't
know about you, but none of my direwolves are wearing metal thongs. Also, all
of my players splashed Barbarian, except the cleric, who splashed monk.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] CapCece 2 points 20 days ago
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And this requires you to land an attack roll. Now, I don't know about you,
but not all of my big attacks land when I need them to land.
Not that this matter, because spending an action every turn and your
concentration to deal 1d10 damage per turn is a laughably bad use of
action economy. A well-placed usage of concentration spell can end a fight
before it begin, not plinking away rolling d10s
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Weekly_Bench9773 1 point 20 days ago

Except that's not how spell concentration works at all. You wouldn't
loose any actions, as concentration is automatic unless you take
damage or cast another conversation spell. Even then, it doesn't take
any action to make or fail the Concentration save. Also, taking off
metal armor in a fight is a full-round action, but last time I checked,
you can't take off a successful attack. Plus, when it comes to "action
economy" nobody beats the DM, who has as many attacks as they do
NPCs. Which is all of them. So, I'm reminded of great advice given by
one Matthew Mercer - "Never create a Hombrew spell that you
wouldn't want your DM to cast on you."
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] CapCece 1 point 19 days ago

Have you even read the spell at all lol? In fact, have you ever
played DnD 5e at all?
The spell in question here requires you to maintain concentration
to keep its effect and then use an action every turn to trigger the
damage. If you use your action for something else, the spell itself
ends. Additionally, it takes a full minute to remove light armor. 5
minutes to remove heavy armors. Removing your armor incombat is flat out not an option unless you have the magical
variants are designed specifically for easy don/doff.
Here's a tip: Crit role isn't the best place to learn DnD. Go and
actually read the phb or something first
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Weekly_Bench9773 1 point 19 days ago
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So you've never heard of casting a spell as a bonus action?
Because that's a thing. Also, putting on light armor takes 1
minute to put on & 1 minute to take off. But Heat metal only
works on metal & the only part of studded leather that's metal
is the studs. Which, unless Wizards threw out all common
sense, means that just removing 1 peice of armor should be
sufficient.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] CapCece 2 points 19 days ago

I'm gonna let you in on something absolutely crazy, you
ready? You can do something useful with your action,
bonus action, and concentration slot! I know, fucking
crazy, right? So I can use my action to cast a cantrip that
will do anywhere between 1d10 and 4d10 damage, then I
can use my bonus action to, idk, cast Expeditious Retreat
and run away or something. Sky's the limit when you're
not wasting your action and conc on useless garbages.
Second, I don't know why you found it necessary to on a
tangent about light armor when heat metal specifically
work on metal weapons (so most weapons unless you
are fighting a druid circle) or a suit of medium or heavy
armor. Any caster with half a brain swimming inside their
skull would target the chest piece, which has the most
coverage and is hardest to remove. Even if they remove
the affected piece of equipment, what then? Either lose a
huge chunk of AC or disarm themselves and settle for
dealing a measly 1+strength mod on attacks (which
incidentally is probably still bigger damage than a d10).
Seriously mate you are so hilariously uninformed on basic
dnd shit it's not even funny. Literally go and look at a wiki
or something for maybe 5 minutes lol
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Weekly_Bench9773 1 point 19 days ago*

Your 1st point was wrong, so now your trying to
overcorrect by being even more wrong? Do you even
https://old.reddit.com/r/UnearthedArcana/comments/qv3ktp/witch_lance_gods_damn_it_i_revised_witch_bolt_are/
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play, because I run & I completely understand how
the action economy works. A player can use their
bonus action to remove the affected peice of armor
(only if it's Studded leather, but light armor was your
distinction, not mine) and either cast a spell or take a
defensive action (like disengage) with their action.
And speaking of running the game, I started out by
saying "never make homebrew that you wouldn't
want your DM using against you". Well this is
because the DM controls all of the NPCs, and can
even add more NPCs, because DM's privilege is real,
& it's beautiful.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] CapCece 1 point 19 days ago

What the actual fuck are you talking about? I
didn't say jack about studded leather, the only
reason I mentioned light armor is because they
are the easiest armor type to put on. Are you so
fucking blind that instantly latch onto the first
thing you read like some kind of illiterate
barnacle? Here, let me spell it out for you: Light
armor takes 1 minute (10 rounds) to remove.
Medium armor takes the same amount of time.
Heavy armor takes 5 minutes. None of this can
be reasonably accomplished in a fight.
I don't care what crazy stupid homebrew trash
you put in your goddamn shamble of a game.
There's nothing that allows you to use a bonus
action to toss off a chest piece in the middle of
combat. Which, let me repeat, is the go-to target
for heat metal because it's big, obvious, has a lot
of surface area, and hard to remove.
And yes, I heard you the first time. Except this
isn't a spell I wouldn't want to be turned against
me. In fact, I would love for all of my enemies to
https://old.reddit.com/r/UnearthedArcana/comments/qv3ktp/witch_lance_gods_damn_it_i_revised_witch_bolt_are/
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start casting this spell because it's only slightly
less of a complete waste of time and conc like
the original witch bolt was. If some idiot's to cast
this on me, they would be within 30ft, so I would
simply just walk up and bash their skull in,
breaking their conc in the process.
permalink embed save parent report give award
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